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available). Scotch blocks must be used, if available;
f) Stop Collars must be placed on relevant signal and point

buttons/slides/levers etc.;
g) Remarks should be made in TSR and/or SM diary in Red

ink to the effect that 'Line No. ----is blocked and all precau-
tions for securing the load have been taken' as prescribed
above;

h) After any load/train/loco is stabled, the station master must
inform the section controller supported by private number
that all laid down precautions for stabling and securing the
load/train/loco have been taken.

2. Additional precautions to be taken while stabling vehicles/
load/train at a station with gradient of 1 in 400 or steeper
may have been prescribed under approved special instruc-
tions (by CRS) and mentioned in SWR of respective sta-
tion. These should be followed scrupulously. In addition,
following precautions must also be observed over and above
those prescribed under approved special instructions:-

a) Before vehicles are uncoupled, the hand brakes should
be applied, sprags/wooden wedges/skids, should also be
used to prevent vehicles from rolling down;

b) As far as possible, the vehicles/load/train should be stabled
on a line which is isolated from other lines, particularly run-
ning lines.

3. Action by Loco Pilot/Assistant Loco Pilot before leaving
the loco in case load/train is stabled with locomotive at-
tached or light engine(s) is/are shut down or stabled:-

a) Application of both SA-9 and A-9 brakes;
b) Application of hand brake and parking brake;
c) Secure the loco with wooden wedges provided on the loco;
4. a) Loco Pilot while on duty should not leave loco unmanned.

In case he is required to leave the locomotive unmanned,
he should do so only after receiving written authority from
the Station Master/Yard Master and ensuring 3 (a), (b) &
(c) above;
b) Before leaving the station/yard, the Loco Pilot and Guard
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SECTION II

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARD)
No.2012/Safety(A&R)/19/1 New Delhi, dated 04.12.2018

The General Manager
All Indian Railways including
Konkan Railway Corporation

Sub: Securing of vehicles/loads/trains/locomotives at stations
and in block section.

There have been few recent incidences of rolling down of
loads/vehicles resulting in accidents. The matter has been
considered in Board's office. Precautions to be taken for
stabling loads/trains and securing of vehicles/loads/trains/
locomotives at stations as well as securing of trains
stranded in block section are consolidated and reiterated
below:-

1. Action by Station Master/Traffic Staff when vehicles/load/
train is to be stabled at Station:-

a) The vehicles/load/train be chained and padlocked using
atleast two chains, one at either end;

b) Atleast four sprags/wooden wedges be used, two each
below the outermost pair of wheels at either end;

c) Hand brakes of atleast 6 wagons from either end must be
fully tightened. In case coaching vehicles are stabled, Guard's
hand brakes in SLR(s) must be applied. The hand brakes
must be operated under the personal supervision of the Guard,
and in the absence of Guard, by SM/ASM on duty;

d) The vehicles of stabled load/train should be coupled to-
gether. In case the stabled load has to be split for any
reason, each such split part should be treated as a sepa-
rate load for the purpose of securing;

e) The points must be set, clamped and padlocked against
the blocked line and towards dead end or trap point (if
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should jointly record in a register to be maintained with
Station Master that the load & loco has been secured as
prescribed above.

5. Action to be taken by Loco Pilot/Assistant Loco Pilot and
Guard when the train i!) stalled in block section due to
accident, failure, obstruction or any other reasons:-

(a) Loco Pilot/Assistant Loco Pilot and Guard should protect
the train as per provisions of G&SRs 6.03;

(b) The train should be secured by applying loco brakes (SA-
9, A-9 & hand brake) and hand brakes of atleast six wag-
ons at either end of the train. The hand brake should be
operated by Assistant Loco Pilot from leading end and by
the Guard from the rear end. In case the train is being
worked without Guard, the duties of the Guard shall de-
volve on the Assistant Loco Pilot. In case of coaching trains,
the Guard should apply hand brakes of the SLR in addi-
tion to the application of loco brakes by the Loco Pilot.

6. Station Staff, Guard, Crew and Section Controller should
be aware of gradients at Stations/Yards/Sidings and block
sections.

7. Frequent counseling in this regard should be done by con-
cerned Supervisors.

8. The Railways must ensure availability of adequate num-
ber of sprags & chains of approved design at stations and
wooden wedges on locos.

Sd/-
 (Vinod Kumar)

Principal Executive Director/Safety
Railway Board

Cause of accident:- Derailment Occurred due to non
clamping of Accident prone point T 1. While being pushed
towards sick line lead, one pair of wheel of coach No- NF
LWFAC - 12002C (14th from MU Loco) first derailed
passing point T1 and somehow the coach got TWO WAY
at point No- T2. As a result of continuous push back by
MU loco, other 03 pair of wheels of the above same coach
also got derailed and subsequently all 04 pair of wheels of
coach no- NF LWACCW 13060C got derailed. The long
dragging of about 100M, from the first point of drop, has
result into huge damage to both the coaches and lateral
shifting of above coaches causing track damage also. This
heavy dragging occurred due to use of MU power for
shunting purpose.
Staff held Responsible :- Primary - YM/KYQ

                                        Secondary - i) LP/S/NGC
                                                            ii) MSPTR/KYQ

Important Remarks/Recommendation:-
 i) Shunting to be performed with the assigned shunting loco

only.
ii) Clamping to be ensured before shunting, considering the

previous history at KYQ.
iii) Necessary JPO may be prepared for the shunting rules

for KYQ considering high gradient.

5. Accident ID No:- 20181105002
Brief of Accident :- Derailment of  L/E  No- 70396 WDG4D
by leading trolley 3 pairs of RH side wheels after dashing
with 7th to 13th no wagon of Pola HSD. resulting
Accident Inquiry conducted by JS Grade Officers:- ( AOM/
GHY, ADME/P/LMG, ADEN/T/GHY)
Cause of Accident: - Loco turner who was shunting the
derailed loco should not have moved ahead on Line No- 7
without receiving due instruction in this regard from the
Points man. Further, he should not have gone ahead
without having a piloting Points man on board. The Points
man should have made additional effort to board the train
and instruct the Loco Turner not to go ahead thus he failed
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SECTION III
Lesson to be learnt

1. Accident ID No: - 20180405001
On 10.04.2018 In course of Shunting for withdrawing
empties from NGC Marshalling Yard Line No- 1 to for
placement in Sick line via Points No- T/28, Wagon No-
NR-BCNE-105091 (Positioned 3rd from Loco) got derailed
by all wheels & wagon No- NCR BCNE-20655 (4th from
Loco) got derailed by Front Trolley 1 pair of wheel, Main
line free.
The accident Inquiry was conducted by :- AOM/GHY,
ADME/NGC, ADEN/T/GHY
Cause of accident :- From the joint measurement of wheel
it was evident that the flange portion of wheel No- 7 had
initiated a sharpness and this cannot be lead to a derailment
during normal position of shunting movement as the same
wagon had initiated several point and crossing before the
derailment occurred.
Responsibility :- NIL
Remarks/Recommendation :-  Electrical point/socket
should be provided for operated hand grinding tool.

2. Accident ID No: - 20180405003
Brief of Accident :- On 18.04.2018 in  course of shunting
of Empty rake of 15605 from line no 9 to pit line no. 1 to
attach with 15603 up Coach No- NF SLR 03712 got derailed
after passing point no. T/10 at GHY Yard. Main line free.
Inquiry Committee :- Sr.SM/G/GHY, ADEN/T/GHY, ADME/
GHY
Cause of Accident :- Derailment occurred due to improper
setting of Point No. T/10 by point man who operate the
point for pit line No-1 for the said shunting.
Staff held responsible :-
Primary - P/Man/GHY.
Remarks/Recommendation: - It was observed that same
type of accident occurred in last few months in GHY, NGC
Yard in non-interlocking tumbler/spring points due to
various reasons. It may be minimized if all the tumbler/

spring non-interlock points are clamped and padlock during
shunting or all these non-interlock points are connected
by motor operate point.

3. Accident ID No:- 20180605001
Brief of Accident: - On 20.06.2018 in course of Shunting,
while push back the empty rake of 15606 from line No- 10
to pit no. 1, front trolley one wheel got derailed over
interlocked point no. 124 after passing of 8 coaches. South
line no.  5 to 10 blocked. North line is clear.
The Inquiry was conducted by: - Sr. SM/G/GHY, DME/P/
NGC, DEN/MLG, SDTE/MLG
Cause of Accident :- The derailment of Engine No- 11505
WDM3D occurred as the stretcher bar got bent due to
unknown foreign material (Which could not be traced during
inquiry and was overlooked). During inquiry profile of the
coaches was also overlooked for any possible hanging
parts and also presence of foreign material.
Staff held responsible: - Primary - NIL

         Secondary - i) SSE/P-Way/GHY,
                             ii) Shunter.

Remarks/Recommendation :-
i) Stretcher bar was corroded, the same should have been

mentioned in joint check list of SI & PWI also there should
not be any corrections without initials of SI & PWI.

ii) Joint inspection by all the departments should be conducted
immediately after the re-railment.

iii) All measurements related to accident should be done as
early as possible to avoid tempering with related
parameters.

4. Accident ID No:- 20180805001
Brief of Accident: - Derailment of Coach No- NF LWFAC
12002 C & NF LWACCW 13060 C at KYQ Yard on
06.08.2018.
Accident Inquiry conducted by SS Grade Officers (Sr. SM/
G/GHY, DEN/GHY, CDO/GHY)
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to perform his duty properly.
Staff held Responsible:-
Primary -   LP/G/NGC - Working as Loco Turner, is held
responsible for the accident as he decided to carry out an
unsafe movement without proper instruction as well as
without a Piloting Points man in a Non signaling area thus
violated Rule 313(b) of Operating Manual 2005 edition.
Secondary - NIL
Blameworthy - P/Man/A/NGC - for not making sufficient
efforts to board the train and prevent the accident.
Important Remarks/Recommendation:-

i) The primary cause of the accident was that shunting was
being carried out without proper instruction and without a
piloting points man present on the loco. Shunters need to
be advised not to carry out any shunting movement in NGC
yard without a piloting points man present.

ii) At the time of accident, Loco No- 70396 was being operated
from the GHY end, that is, the rear cab on the long hood
side. It is recommended that shunting should be carried
out from the front cab side as far as possible.

iii) Had there been an ALP accompanying the Loco Turner,
there are high chances that the collision could have been
avoided. It is recommended that ALP booked with Loco
Turner as far as possible.

iv) From the site observation, it is found that there was high
growth of vegetation besides the track. It is suggested that
vegetation should be cleared timely to prevent any lack of
visibility during shunting operation at NGC Yard.

6.  Accident ID No:- 20181105008
Brief of Accident: - Derailment of Coach No- NF/ACCW/
00053 of Empty Rake of 15644            at KYQ Yard on
22.11.2018.
Accident Inquiry conducted by: - CDO/KYQ, ADME/P/LMG,
ADEN/TRACK/GHY, AOM/GHY
Cause of Accident:- Derailment caused due to two path of
the derailed wheel. The derailed wheel has taken a path
from T3 itself. Two paths had occurred as the point under

Inquiry Committee :-ARM/BPB, CDO/SCL, ADEN/KXJ
Cause :- Derailment caused due to irregular cross level
variation of the track during course of shunting for
withdrawal of 24 BTPNE + 1 BCNE + 1 BV from IODT
siding at DMR.
Satff held responsible:-
Primary - SSE/P-Way/Con/SCL
Secondary - NIL
Blameworthy - NIL.
Department Responsible:- As the line is not handed over
to open line yet department responsible is construction
department / NFR.
Important Remarks/Recommendation:-

i) Effective P/Way inspections should be done at all yard
lines where traffic movement is infrequent.

ii) Proper yard layouts and design which eliminate the need
for S curves.

9.  Accident ID No:- 20181205002
Brief of Accident :- Derailment of Loco No- 12817 WDG4
(NGC) at HJI FCI siding on line No-  1 at about 10.12 hrs
on 04.12.2018.
Inquiry Committee:- JS Scale (DME/P/NGC, DEN/IV/LMG,
AOM/CHG/LMG & ACM/LMG)
Cause :- Reason behind the derailment is the track found
full of earth causing no clearance for flange of wheels at
the location due to truck movement i.e unauthorized
trespassing the track inside FCI Gate. As per joint
observation of SR. Subordinates, the other reasons of the
derailment are (i) Insufficient ballast (ii) Check rail not
covered full curved track and ended where point of drop
occurred.
Responsibility :- SSE/P-Way/HJI & ADEN/I/LMG
Important Remarks/Recommendation:-
P-Way is clearly responsible for the accident because they
have failed to keep siding in safe condition at their cost or
FCI's cost. Since FCI had to pay for maintenance, AEN &
PWI should be warned not to repeat in future.
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the dynamic loading of the rake movement had failed.
Staff held Responsible:-
Primary - NIL
Secondary - SM/KYQ for failing to supervise the shunting
operation & not ensuring locking of point T3.
Blameworthy - P/Man A/KYQ for not ensuring clamping of
point T3.
Important Remarks/Recommendation:-

i) The SWR is totally silent about shunting operation at KYQ
Yard. As such the committee had to go by GR&SR and
Operating Manual, edition 2004. SWR should be suitably
modified/amended.

ii) All the points in the yard should be converted to non-
interlocked motor operated points to ensure maximum
housing.

iii) All points should be clamped while shunting in accordance
with GR 3.39/1 (a) and Operating Manual point 803 (a).

iv) The delay in conducting the inquiry as per the stipulated
timeline by Railway board was because AOM/GHY was
on training outside NFR and could not attend the committee
sittings. It is recommended that in such cases a
replacement be immediately given because if inquires are
not conducted immediately the narratives of the involved
parties are affected and unbiased inquiry cannot be
guaranteed.

7. Accident ID No:- 20181105009
Brief of Accident :- Derailment of Coach No- NF/LWACCN-
16142 in stabling Line No- 1 of KYQ Yard at about 02.10
hrs on 26.11.2018.
Inquiry Committee: - CDO/KYQ, ADME/P/LMG, ADEN/
TRACK/GHY, AOM/GHY
Cause of Accident:- As per joint inquiry committees report
the derailment of 16142/NF/LWACCN on the dead end of
stabling line No-1 had occurred due to dashing with dead
end and inadequate protection resulting in wheel drop.
Staff held Responsible:-

i) Primary - P/Man-A and P/Man-B - for failure to protect to
the three stabled coaches thus violated rule No- GR 5.20,
5.23 & subsidiary rules there under along with GR 5.20/2 (
c).

ii) Secondary - NIL.
iii) Blameworthy - MS/Porter/KYQ for not being able to convey

proper shunting instructions to the Shunter.
Important Remarks/Recommendation:-

i) The SWR is totally silent shunting operation at KYQ Yard.
As such the committee had to go by GR&SR and Operating
manual, edition 2004. SWR should be suitably modified/
amended.

ii) The holding capacity of stabling line 1 is currently taken as
18 coaches. It should be reduced to 17 coaches for all
stabling operations.

iii) Shri Arun Kumar, MS/Ptr/KYQ, is very weak in
communicating instructions which was noticed by the
committee during his interrogation. Such staff should not
be deployed in KYQ yard as any minor miscommunication
in future might lead to a bigger and costlier derailments as
this yard mainly handles LHB coaches.

iv) The dead ends have been converted to standard RCC dead
ends.

v) Proper protection must be given to vehicles stabled near
dead ends in accordance with GR 5.20/2( c).

vi) The delay in conducting the inquiry as per the stipulated
timeline by Railway Board was because AOM/GHY was
on training outside NFR and could not attend the committee
sittings. It is recommended that in such cases a
replacement be immediately given because if inquires are
not conducted immediately the narratives of the involved
parties are affected and unbiased inquiry cannot be
guaranteed.

8. Brief of Accident: - Derailment of Wagon No- SE BCN/E
300789/60913 at IODT siding/DMR at about 13.15 hrs on
17.07.2018.
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10. Accident ID :- 20181205003
Brief of Accident :- Derailment of 75715 UP Siliguri - Dinhata
DEMU Passenger between
BRQ-DDM station of APDJ Division on 13.12.2018.
Inquiry Committee :- JAG Grade ( Sr. DME/APDJ, Sr. DSO/
APDJ & Sr. DEN/III/APDJ)
Cause :- Installation of RH Girder at Bridge No- 9A which
is situated in a curve alignment of 2.75° and with a super
elevation of 140mm.
Responsibility: - Primary - SSE/P-Way/NMZ

                   Secondary - NIL,
       Blameworthy - NIL

Important Remarks/Recommendation:-
a) Normally RH girder should not be laid on curve, these

should be laid on straight only.
b) RH girder should be laid without any super elevation.
c) SSE/Works should maintain the proper safety of the soil

formation and they should aware of the work pertaining to them
d) SSE/P-Ways should ensure proper safety of the track

before issuing track fit certificate.

11. Accident ID No: - 20181205004
Brief of Accident: - Derailment of Coach No- NF LWACCN
- 192150 at Point No- T/1 at KYQ hauled by Loco No-
12504 WDG4 at about 21.50 hrs on 17.12.18.
Inquiry Committee :- Inspected by DRM/LMG on 20.12.18
& finalized the case. Further      inquiry not required.
Cause :- The condition of maintenance of point was bad &
tongue rail was gapping.
Responsibility: - PWI/IC/GHY
Remarks/Recommendation :-
DRM personally inspected the site along with Sr.DSO and
Other Officers of GHY area, a practice of not clamping the
tumbler points is going on in the Division, with knowledge
of all the higher Officers of Division. So, no responsibility
can be fixed up for it at lower levels. Now, this unsafe
practice has been stopped. The condition of maintenance
of points was bad and tongue rail was gapping. PWI I/C is
held responsible for that.

In recognition of the meritorious service and for preventing probable
accidents, certificates with cash awards of Rs. 2500/- each were
awarded by General Manager, N.F. Railway on 26th JANUARY -
2019 at N.F.Railway Stadium on the eve of Republic day.
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22 Duryodhan Reddy 

LP/M/APDJ

On 10th January while working 22501 Up observed one 
elephant was standing on the railway track at KM 66/2 
between CLD-NKB. He immediately applied emergency 
brake and stopped the train at very short distance from the 
elephant. Thus he saved the elephant as well as accident 
averted.

23 Vinod Kumar 
Bagdi

ALP/APDJ

On 10th January while working 22501 Up observed one 
elephant was standing on the railway track at KM 66/2 
between CLD-NKB. He immediately applied emergency 
brake and stopped the train at very short distance from the 
elephant. Thus he saved the elephant as well as accident 
averted.

24 Ravi Bhusan 
Choudhary 

SSE/P-Way /DLO
APDJ

On 15th December while inspected Binnaguri station yard, 
he observed heavy smoke coming out from the second 
coach of train No.22502 (Dn TSK-SBC Exp). He 
immediately took step to control the train. The train was 
controlled and after check it was found that smoke coming 
out from the rear trolly RHS axle box due to Hot Axle. The 
said coach was detached at BNQ. For his alertness accident 
was averted. 
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SECTION IV
Honourable Mention

GM safety award for the month of December-2018

SN Name & Designation Citation

1. Giridhari  Das 

TM/9U/SM/ KIR

On 1st December, while performing duty as key man he 
detected “rail fracture” at KM 200/4-3 between Kumarganj –
Samsi up line. He immediately protected the track and 
informed to his In-charge as well as concerned on duty 
station master. For his alertness accident was averted.

2 Binod Kumar 
Chauhan

TM/7U/MQG/KIR

On 2nd December, while performing duty as patrolman he 
detected “rail fracture” at KM 184/0-1 between 
Harishchandrapur – Bhalukaroad in DN line. He immediately 
protected the track and informed to his In-charge as well as 
concerned on duty Station Master/BKRD. For his alertness 
accident was averted. 

3 Bikram Yadav 

TM/7U/MQG/KIR

On 2nd December, while performing duty as patrolman he
detected “rail fracture” at KM 184/0-1 between 
Harishchandrapur – Bhalukaroad in DN line. He immediately 
protected the track and informed to his In-charge as well as 
concerned on duty Station Master/BKRD. For his alertness 
accident was averted.

4 Md Anwarul 
Haque Gate Man 

/ NJB /KIR

On 8th December, while working as gateman he detected 
“Rail fracture” at KM 13/0-1 between Nijbari-Rangapani. He 
immediately protected the track and informed to his In-
charge and Station Master of Nijbari. Due to his alertness a 
probable mishap was averted. 

5 Ranjeet Kumar 
Sah 

Tech-I / C&W/KIR

On 10th December, while performing duty noticed unusual 
sound from train No. Dn NJP BTPN. After checking detected 
“Rear trolley front wheel flat tyre beyond permissible limit 
and all wheel skidded of wagon No. 4004081368 
NFR/BTPN which was unsafe to run. Finally, the said wagon 
detached. Due to his alertness a probable mishap was 
averted.

6 Abhishek Kumar 

Tech-I / C&W/KIR

On 10th December, while performing duty noticed unusual 
sound from train No. Dn NJP BTPN. After checking detected 
“Rear trolley front wheel flat tyre beyond permissible limit 
and all wheel skidded of wagon No. 4004081368 NFR/
BTPN which was unsafe to run. Finally, the said wagon 
detached. Due to his alertness a probable mishap was 
averted.

7 Thema Oraon

TM / 17BG / HWR
KIR

On 28th December while performing duty as a key man he 
detected “Rail fracture” at KM 98/9-8 between Hatwar-Kanki . 
He immediately protected the track and informed to his In-
charge and Station Master/ HWR.  Due to his alertness 
accident was averted.

8 Kamlesh Rajbhar

TM / 23BG / SUD
KIR

On 29th December while performing duty as key man he 
detected “Rail fracture” at KM 133/7-6 between Barsoi-
Sudhani. . He immediately protected the track and informed 
to his In-charge and Station Master SUD.  Due to his 
alertness accident was averted.   

9 Jitendra Kumar 
Ram 

Helper/S&T/HCR
KIR

On 31st December, while he was attending to rectify the 
failure of Track circuit, he detected the “Rail fracture” at KM 
178/8-9. He immediately informed to Station Master HCR as 
well as Engineering official. Due to his alertness accident 
was averted.

10 Rohit Basfore 

Sr.Tech/C&W/KIR

On 3rd July during examination of sick coach No.17141/C 
NFLWACCN in upper and lower gear simultaneously, he 
detected five inner primary springs in broken condition. Thus 
he averted the probable mishap.

11 Chayan Das 

LP/G/RPAN/RNY

On 21st December worked as the first Loco Pilot who 
worked Dn FSTP coal over the newly constructed Bogibeel 
bridge from NTSK to RPAN which left NTSK at 16.30 hrs 
and arrived RPAN at 04.40 hrs of 22.12.2018. 

12 Diwakar Kumar 

Sr. ALP/RPAN
RNY Div.

On 21st December worked as the first Assistant Loco Pilot 
who worked Dn FSTP coal over the newly constructed 
Bogibeel bridge from NTSK to RPAN which left NTSK at 
16.30 hrs and arrived RPAN at 04.40 hrs of 22.12.2018.

13 Bibekananda 
Biswas

LP/G/NGC /LMG

On 7th January while working by 15417 Up (GHY-SHTT 
Rajya Rani Exp) after passing Puranigudam station 
suddenly noticed two unidentified boys waving by both 
hands to stop the train. He immediately applied the 
emergency brake at KM 17/7-8 and observed rail fracture at 
about 20 to 30 mtrs ahead from the loco. Due to his 
alertness a major mishap was averted.

14 Surya Pratap 
Singh 

ALP/NGC/LMG

On 7th January while working by 15417 Up (GHY-SHTT 
Rajya Rani Exp) after passing Puranigudam station 
suddenly noticed two unidentified boys waving by both 
hands to stop the train. He immediately applied the 
emergency brake at KM 17/7-8 and observed rail fracture at 
about 20 to 30 mtrs ahead from the loco. Due to his 
alertness a major mishap was averted.

15 Bikas Das 

(Villager)
Nagaon/LMG

On 7th January the boy noticed that there was rail fracture at 
KM 17/7-8 and at the same time Rajya Rani Express is 
coming. Emerging danger he waved his both hand and 
signalled to LP/ALP to stop the train. Accordingly LP &ALP 
stopped the train in short of the fracture. Due to his 
alertness a major mishap was averted.

16 Surya Das 

(Villager)
Nagaon/LMG 

On 7th January the boy noticed that there was rail fracture at 
KM 17/7-8 and at the same time Rajya Rani Express is 
coming. Emerging danger he waved his both hand and 
signalled to LP/ALP to stop the train. Accordingly LP &ALP 
stopped the train short of the fracture. Due to his alertness a 
major mishap was averted.

17 Bipul Konwar 

Sr. Tech/C&W/
GHY/LMG

During examination he detected crack in 3 equalizing stay of 
coach No.ACCN 07108 which was in a very difficult position 
to detect. Due to his alertness accident was averted. 

18 C. S. Gogoi 

LP/MXN/ TSK

On 4th December while working by 15603 Up Intercity 
Express he suddenly noticed an elephant at KM 373/4 was 
crossing the railway track. He applied the emergency brake 
and stopped the train just near the elephant and saved the 
elephant. Thus accident was averted.

19 Ravi Kumar 

ALP/MXN/TSK

On 4th December while working by 15603 Up Intercity 
Express he suddenly noticed an elephant at KM 373/4 was 
crossing the railway track. He applied the emergency brake 
and stopped the train just near the elephant and saved the 
elephant. Thus accident was averted.

20 Haridas Biswas

LP/P/APDJ

On 5th January while working by 75714 Dn noticed that 
traction motor of the DEMU showing over load and unusual 
sound coming from under gear of working DPC and heavy 
smoke coming out from the undergear. He stopped the train 
and found that TM-3 of working DPC was caught fire. He 
used FE and controlled the fire. Thus accident was averted.

21 Praveen Kumar 

Sr.ALP/APDJ

On 5th January while working by 75714 Dn noticed that 
traction motor of the DEMU showing over load and unusual 
sound coming from under gear of working DPC and heavy 
smoke coming out from the undergear. He stopped the train 
and found that TM-3 of working DPC was caught fire. He 
used FE and controlled the fire. Thus accident was averted.

22 Duryodhan Reddy On 10th January while working 22501 Up observed one 
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SECTION - V
KNOWLEDGE QUIZ

1. Point obstruction test to be done with test piece of width
(a) 3.25 mm     (b) 5 mm (c) 1.75mm  (d)  7 mm

2. POH of a shelf type track relay is -----------------------------
(a) 15 Years (b) 10 Years (c) 20 years (d) 25 years.

3. POH of DLBI and TLBI
(a) 5 & 10 Yrs (b) 10 & 15 Yrs
(c) 15 & 20 Yrs  (d) 7 & 10  Yrs.

4. The normal shelf life of detonators manufactured during 2010
and thereafter shall be --------------years, reckoned from the
year of its manufacture. It can, however, be extended further
for a maximum of ----------- more years, provided that deto-
nators which are more than 5 years old and are effective.
(a) 10 & 5 yrs (b) 5 & 3 yrs  (c) 7 & 5 yrs  (d) 7 & 3 yrs

5. --------------------------------- is used only the means of isolation
and can't be substitute of signal over lap.
(a) Snag Dead End. (b) Sand Hump
(c) Trap Point (d) Derailing switch

6. Flasher light is situated at
(a) Just below the head light of the engine
(b) In the back of the SLR/Brake Van
(c )  Right side of Engine Head Light
(d) Left side of the engine Head light.

7. What does this (R) of signal post indicates?
(a) Starter signal. (b) Repeating signal
(c) Calling On signal (d) Bracketed home signal.

8. Which section of Railway Act, 1989 deals with the punish-
ment in case of breakage of Level Crossing?
(a) Sec.158,   (b) Sec.180,  (C) Sec.360,  (d) Sec.160

9. Gradation of staff are classified according to:-
(a) Performance parameters (b) Seniority in service
(c) Senior in age

10. During temporary single line working, the speed of the first train
passing over the temporary single line will be restricted to............
a) 15 kmph b) 30 kmph c) 25 kmph  d) None of the above
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SECTION VI
ROLE OF "PSYCHOLOGY"

Psychology is the scientific study of the mind and behavior, from
communication and memory to thought and emotions. The purpose
of psychology is to describe thinking and behavior, look at the
relationships between them and try to explain the causes for them.
A psychologist's intention is to understand, predict and/or influence
behavior. When we talk about psychology at work place, we refer
the application of principle within the work setting.
     Mostly people define themselves by what they do. Work can be
a key part of our social identity to build our sense of self. A
"Psychologically healthy work place" outlines the principles behind
meaningful work and what can keep people fulfilled and productive
in their jobs. Most of us spend a good amount of time at work. But
work is not universally positive experience. Poorly designed job
environment, work place that is not organized well, difficult work
environments, poorly trained managers and lack of understanding
of human behavior in work place can create hazardous mental
health condition. Organizational psychologists apply the principles
of "psychology in work place" to enhance the work environment
more attractive and dynamic.
"Work place Psychology" refers to the practice of applying
psychological principles and approaches to work environment. The
goal is to identify and solve problems, increase employee
satisfaction and improve work place dynamic.
Role of Psychology in the work place - Recruitment, Training,
Performance Appraisal, Compensation, Motivation and Productivity.
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        No of correct Answers Your knowledge Grade is

                              10                           A
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                   LESS THAN 5   Ready to proceed to ZRTI    
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2. Working instructions for Engineering Level Crossing Gates,
Non-Interlocked, provided with Telephone, with normal position
" CLOSED TO ROAD TRAFFIC"
Exchange of Private numbers:
(i) Gateman must seek permission from Station Master for
opening the gate.
(ii)  Station Master shall ensure that there is no train movement
in the block section. Thereafter Station Master shall give his
private number to the gateman allowing him to open the gate for
the purpose of clearing road traffic.
(iii) Suitable entries shall be made by the Station Master in the
Train Signal Register, Private Number Book and Log Book in
red ink.
(iv) After passing of road traffic, the gateman shall close the
gate and confirm this to Station Master, under exchange of private
number.
(v)  Before any train is allowed to enter the block section again,
the Station Master must ensure that private number from the
gateman has been received in token of his having closed the
gate.
(vi) Gate once closed for road traffic must on no account be
opened unless this is authorized by the Station Master, under
exchange of private number.

******
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SECTION VIII
DUTY OF FOG SIGNAL MAN

GR.3.61- Placing of detonators in thick, foggy or tempestuous
weather impairing visibility:-
In thick, foggy or tempestuous weather impairing visibility,
whenever it is necessary to indicate to the Loco Pilot of an
approaching train the locality of signal, two detonators shall be
placed on the line, by a railway servant appointed by the Station
Master in this behalf, about 10 meters apart, and at least 270
meters outside the signal or signals (first stop signal) concerned.
SR 3.61/1:-
(d)  In thick, foggy or tempestuous weather or in dust storm
impairing visibility, when station signals cannot be seen, the
Station Master on duty shall personally ensure that the station
signals are lit, and then send two trained men to act as Fog
signalman, one in either direction to the fog signal posts, which
are erected at all stations 270 meters in rear (i.e. outside) of the
first stop signal.
(e) Each of these men should be provided with 20 detonators
(Fog signals) or such lesser number as may be prescribed under
special instructions.
(f) After the passage of each train over the detonators (fog
signals), which have been so placed on the rails, the Fog
signalman shall immediately replace them by two fresh
detonators.
(g) When a railway servant has placed one or more detonators
on the line, he must withdraw beyond the safety radius of 45
meters from the detonator or detonators before they are exploded
by an approaching engine or train. He shall be responsible for
warning as far as circumstances permit, any person in the vicinity
to stand beyond the safety radius.
(j) Each of the trained men sent out with detonators (fog signals),
shall carry a lighted hand signal lamp.
GR, Appendix-II.8 (ii) - If the Fog Signalman is aware of any
obstruction on the line, he shall show a Stop hand signal to an
approaching train. Under no other circumstances shall a Fog
Signalman show a hand signal to the LP of an approaching train,

but on single line sections, for a train leaving a station the Fog
Signalman shall show a "proceed" (green) hand signal to the
LP.
Exchange of Private Number to be ensure as per G&SR Appendix
- VIII:-
1.   Working instructions for Engineering Level Crossing Gates,
Non-Interlocked, provided with Telephone, with normal position
" OPEN TO ROAD TRAFFIC"
a) Exchange of Private Numbers, When Gate is connected with
the station at the dispatching end:
i. Station Master at the dispatching end shall advise the gateman
the number, description, direction and expected time of passage
of train at the gate, under exchange of private number.
ii. Such advice shall be given before taking 'OFF' departure
signals or giving an authority to proceed to the LP.
iii. The gateman on receipt of the advice shall close the gate
well in time and confirm the same, under exchange of private
number of the gateman.
iv. Station Master will lower the departure signals after getting
the private number of the gateman.
v. Gate once closed for road traffic must on no account be opened
unless this is authorized by the Station Master under exchange
of private number.
b) When Gate is connected with the station at the receiving end:
i. Station Master at the dispatching end shall advise the Station
Master at the other end, the number description, direction and
expected time of passage of the train at the gate, under exchange
of private number.
ii. Such advice shall be given before obtaining line clear.
iii. Station Master at the receiving end shall in turn convey the
same advice to the gateman, under exchange of private number.
iv. Gateman shall closed the gate and thereafter give his private
number to the Station Master.
v. Only then shall the Station Master at the receiving end grant
line clear to the Station Master at the dispatching end.
vi. Gate once closed for road traffic must on no account be
opened unless this is authorized by the Station Master, under
exchange of private number.
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